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Vladimir Ilyich Lenin rose to power upon the ruins of the imperial regime; a regime whose core 

tenants were ideals that the monarchy held absolute power because of the divine right of kings.                

Though it must be admitted that the regime of Nicholas II was neglectful of the serfs and the poor,                   

with policies causing widespread hunger and poverty, the rule of Vladimir Lenin resulted in mass               

killings and the authoritarian rule of his police state.. This paper will summarize specifically 

the philosophical ideals of Lenin, as explained by Lenin in the text Materialism and              

Empirio-Centrism, with the aim of stating their impact upon his regime, and the inherent lack of                

value for human freedom and life, with some input by Marx’s materialism. To counter Lenin’s               

materialism, and illustrate how spirituality embraces the inherent dignity of all human life, St.              

Thomas Aquinas‘s words will be presented as objections. 

 

One of Lenin’s beliefs was “The State is the instrument for coercion. We want to organize violence                 

in the interest of the workers.” (Leggett) The Cheka, the secret police of the Bolshevik army,                

carried out Lenin’s direct orders of annihilating any suspected counterrevolutionaries, and were the             

main implementers of the Red Terror, which lasted from 1918 through 1922. It began after an                

assassination attempt on Lenin by Fannie Kaplan, a disillusioned revolutionary who saw the Soviet              

regime as an oppressive ruler, as opposed the people-empowering government it has promised 

to be. (Andrew and Mitrokhin) One of the first acts of terror by the Cheka was to arrest and                   
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execute any who had bourgeoisie or formerly ruling class heritage. 

 

To conform to the Marxist belief that no individual owned private property and that it was all 

possession of the State, Bolshevik troops began to confiscate land and grain stores where peasants               

lived and worked. In response, these peasants also began a number of rebellions against the Soviet                

regime. Each of these uprisings was quelled by the Cheka, resulting in mass executions and               

internment in concentration camps. Industrial workers on strike, rebelling against Bolshevik           

privileges and demanding freedom of the press and free elections, were also promptly executed              

without trial. Total execution estimates are between 500,000 to 1 million. (Rummel) This paper              

hypothesizes that the theoretical foundations of Lenin’s authoritarian actions lay in his embracing             

of materialist ideologies; Marxist economic theories also served as an addendum to his devaluation              

of human liberty. As a result, he rejected the value of human liberty. Much of Lenin’s philosophy                 

was based upon Marxism; some Marx’s statements on the individual rights of man were also a key                 

tenet that formed Lenin’s political consciousness, particularly when applying the idea that            

individual rights means the ownership of private property and enterprise: “The right of man to               

private property is, therefore, the right to enjoy one’s property and to dispose of it at one’s                 

discretion (à son gré), without regard to other men, independently of society, the right of               

self-interest.”(Marx, 1844) Thusly, Marx rejected the notion of individual free will, in favor of a               

collective towards the common good; Lenin translated this into the dictatorship of the proletariat,              

with the aim of serving all people equally, with the working class as the controlling power, as he                  

stated his manifesto, The State and Revolution: “The means of production are no longer the private 
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property of individuals. The means of production belong to the whole of society.” (Lenin, 1917) 

 

As a response to the Marxist tenets of Lenin’s beliefs, Aquinas valued the freedom of choice as, as 

“choice belonging to the reason and intellect; something belonging to the will.”[1] (Aquinas,             

Kreeft) For Lenin, the choices of the individual will would have the end means of something                

belonging to society as whole, as opposed to the individual. Aquinas also believed that “choice is                

the taking of one things in preference to another, it must of necessity be in respect that several                  

things that can be chosen.”[1] -spiritual/internal causes as the movers of human will and reason, as                

opposes to Lenin’s physical sensation Aquinas believes that God rules the world as a “universal               

first cause”; he is at the root of the intellect, which is the primary mover of human free will; i.e.                    

internal factors are the primary movers of all ; additionally, he believed that choice belongs               

properly to the will, and not to the sensitive appetites” 1 ; that the source of human choice lies in                    

the ability to reason and discern. 

  

It can be concluded that Christianity and Catholic theology should, in theory, offer greater              

freedoms for individuals; democracies founded upon those tenants of Aquinas theology would thus             

hold greater value and esteem on individual rights.. Lenin’s rejection of theocratic beliefs show a               

rejection of these civil liberties, in spite of the fact he believed in equality for all, this was a forced                    

equality, that took the slightest threat or opposition as a danger to the collective. Any individual                

acting in his own volition was regarded by the Soviet state as an enemy and counterrevolutionary;                

the subsequent Stalin regime enforced with even greater brutality these political ideologies not             
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only upon Russia, but the conquered Eastern European states. Countries such as Poland and              

Eastern Germany fought for their liberty, not only as citizens fighting against an authoritarian              

state, but for the right to be recognized as countries in their own right. The best example of these                   

ideologies having real-world influence in conflict would be Pope John Paul’s vocal opposition to              

the Communist regime, and his call for Western democracies’ support of peaceful policies, that              

would bring an end to communist rule in those Eastern Bloc states. He has been called the spiritual                  

catalyst that moved the Polish people to lead a peaceful uprising against the Communist regime of                

Poland. Lech Wałęsa, president of Poland from 1990-1995, said that John Paul II “Started this               

chain of events that led to the end of communism. Before his pontificate, 

the world was divided into blocs. Nobody knew how to get rid of communism. "He simply said,                 

‘Do not be afraid, change the image of this land.” (South Atlantic News Agency, 2009) Western                

leaders such as Ronald Reagan also worked with Pope John Paul to bring down the Berlin wall,                 

and urge Mikhail Gorbachev to lift some policies of the Soviet regime. 
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